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Abstract
The Mobile Communication and Computing

Architecture (MoCCA) was built to support field-based
teams of service engineers to collaborate autonomously
and perform their activities in an on-the-move working
environment. There is no physical contact among the
members of a group of geographically distributed mobile
field service engineers (FSEs) to share/build corporate
memory. The challenge was to provide a system that
allowed the FSEs to access information and advice from
other FSEs while on customer sites and while commuting
between sites. This novel wearable computer
architecture can support collaborative multimedia: on-
the move networking for high-tech equipment
maintenance using voice bulletin boards, video clips,
and access to maintenance databases. Synchronous and
asynchronous collaboration are supported for both voice
and digitized information.

1. Introduction

The Mobile Communication and Computing
Architecture (MoCCA) was designed to support a group
of geographically distributed mobile field service
engineers (FSE). There is no physical contact among the
FSEs to share/build corporate memory. The FSEs spend
up to 30% to 40% of their time in a car driving to
customer sites.  Half of what they service is third party
equipment for which they may not have written
documentation.  The challenge is to provide a system
that allows the FSE’s to access information and advice
from other FSEs while on customer sites and while
commuting between sites. An additional challenge arose
from user interviews which suggested that the FSEs
desired all of the functionality of a laptop computer
including a larger color display with an operational cycle
of at least eight hours.  In addition the system should be
very light, preferably less than one pound in weight, and
have access to several Legacy databases that existed on

different corporate computing systems.  Further
discussions with the FSEs indicated that the most
frequently used databases were textual-oriented. Only on
rare occasions was access to graphical databases
required, however when required, they were absolutely
necessary. The architectural solution for these
conflicting constraints combined a light weight alpha-
numeric satellite computer with the high functionality of
a base unit which is included in the FSEs tool kit. CMU's
previous work on wearable computers [1],[2] provided a
solid background for this project.  Collaboration using
portable computers has been reported in [3] and [4].

2. Overview of System Components, Use and
Design

Figure 1 depicts the components of the
MoCCA system, with a field service engineer shown in
the center of the figure:

1. A base unit, about the size of a small laptop computer
which is connected to a remote server (located at the
home office) wirelessly through a CDPD connection.

2. A cellular phone associated with the base unit and
tethered to it through a PCM/CIA port. The cellular
phone communicates wirelessly with the local cellular
provider and thus has access to the telephone network.

3. The FSE holds a smaller satellite unit which is
connected to the base unit.  This link allows the satellite
to show the contents of the base unit screen and to link
its keyboard input directly to the base unit keyboard.

4. The FSE wears a microphone and headset that are
wirelessly linked to the cellular phone.

Figure 2 is a view of the functional system
architecture. The software architecture uses a thin client
approach to minimize the amount of software on the
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system by exploiting web-browsing technology and
wireless CDPD Internet connection to communicate with
a server.  The satellite unit is not running the browser, it
is merely displaying whatever is currently on the base
unit display.

There are six buttons defined for the user
interface.  The Bboard button provides access to a
phone-based voice bulletin board where FSEs may
asynchronously collaborate to solve problems.  The Calls
button accesses the summary of active field service calls
for the engineer.  The phone button invokes an auto-
dialer keypad.  The FSE button brings up a directory of
FSEs, and the Availability button shows their current
status.  The Pager button accesses the list of current
Pager messages.  The FSE directory, Pager message list,
Calls list, and Availability form are all web pages,
generated automatically from various field service
databases.

The legacy databases and access software reside
on the server machine located at the home office. It

contains a database of field service information which
was design and customized to the specific needs of Field
Service Engineers. When the FSE presses one of the user
interface buttons or link on one of the browser web
pages, a request is sent to software developed for the
MoCCA unit to initiate a query on the Field Service
Database. The results from the query are dynamically
formatted into a web page. Then all the appropriate links
are made to enable related queries and the page is passed
across the CDPD network to the client machine which
displays the web page.

This approach is more flexible than having a set
of pre-made web pages. The web pages are up-to-date
with the data in the database and allows very precise
queries to be performed. In addition, monitor software
residing on the server can watch certain directories and
when data changes, notify the FSE’s browser to change
the color of one of the user interface buttons to alert
them to re-run the query.

Figure 3: Summary of the integrated user Interface software



3. User Interface

A summary of the integrated user interface
software is presented in Figure 3. The Field Service
Engineer Call List is shown as the central screen and all
other screens can be accessed following hypertext links
or the screen buttons. From the Call List screen, the user
can select a primary function to be performed, such as
database query (Call List) or change. Depending on the
primary function selected, subsequent secondary screens
will display more detailed information. In the case there
are changes in the database, the secondary screens allow
the user to enter new information.

Figure 4 shows sample screens illustrating the
Call List and Call Query features. Netscape  provides
users with control features such as buttons and pull-

down menus, similar to those found in graphical
operating systems. These features allow users to make
selections, enter data, and interact with the system. In
addition, hypertext links are provided for convenience in
navigation to different topics of interests.

The inclusion of a small satellite unit into the
system made an impact on the user interface design. This
effectively reduced the amount of information which
could be displayed to the user and meant that two
separate interfaces would have to be developed, resulting
in a simpler user interface for the satellite.  Earlier
simplifications had been driven more by the cost of
downloading screens over CDPD than by the size.  The
Cassiopeia, has a screen size of 2.5” x 4.75”.  The
Cassiopeia measures 480 x 240 pixels to the base unit’s
640 x 480 pixels.

Figure 4: Sample Screen  Images for Call List and Call Log Pages



This difference between the two screen
resolutions is significant because the software used to
send information from the base unit display to the
satellite unit (PC Anywhere under Windows CE) works
merely as a static viewing port.  The smaller screen does
not show the entire contents of the base unit screen, but
rather, a section of it equal to the size of the smaller
screen.

Also note that the Windows CE software and
the Netscape browser windows take up space, leaving a
very tiny area for user screen interface controls and
information.  As the PC Anywhere software provides a
scroll bar, the satellite viewing port can be moved to
other locations on the base unit screen. However, having
to scroll the screen up and down can be annoying to
users. Thus the first screens are developed in a manner
that made it possible to avoid scrolling.

Given this limited size for the user interface, all
the web pages and forms which are displayed to the
Field Service Engineer were refined for easy viewing.
Buttons were moved to the top of the screen, and
columns were reduced in width to allow scrolling in the
vertical direction. When more items are added to the
field service data screens, most of the information
naturally extends vertically.

4. Software Architecture

The architecture of the MoCCA software is
depicted in Figure 5. The architecture can be broken into
three different subsystems: Client, Base and Server. The
communication among the subsystems employs different
mechanisms. The Client communicates with the Base
unit using a serial connection. The Base communicates
with the server by TCP/IP over variety of media. The
software was divided into functions to facilitate parallel
development. The Client and Base are designed to work
closely together. The Client appears as a window into the
Base. This functionality was achieved by using an off the
shelf product called PC Anywhere.

Netscape Navigator browser runs on the Base
unit and can view the web pages generated by the
Server. The browser retrieves the information from the
Notification Manager, and displays it as the first page.
The Notification Manager informs the FSE of a newly
arrived event and is represented by a button. The Server
contains two data types, the first contains FSE and
customer data, the second contains the voice bulletin
board data. The Server contains a database manager and
a voice database manager, which are accessed via servlet
calls. A Java database called Poet was chosen. Poet is a
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"cross-platform" database supporting both C and Java
schemas, and allows for easy integration of different
software components. The Notification Manager server
informs the Notification Manager on the Base of changes
to the databases. Both Notification Managers are
implemented as custom Java applets. The server also
contains a hardware component, the Dialogic board, with
associated software that controls the voice bulletin board
system and dialing in.

The client interaction involves navigation inside
the MoCCA system, querying for information, changing
availability status, and other basic functions. The
information is distributed through the use of servlets on
the Server side. The servlets allows for practically
seamless integration with HTML.

5. Voice Bulletin Board

The original motivation for the voice bulletin
board was to provide a means of asynchronous
communication for Digital’s field service engineers, with
voice being the medium of interaction. The concept of a
bulletin board is equivalent to a storehouse for voice
clips describing the problems that the FSEs encounter
while on the job. Each "trouble" topic contains a list of
voice responses from other FSEs the possible solution. It

differs from a conventional voice mail system because
the user interactively creates new topics, listens to topics,
selects topics, listens to responses, leaves and archives
responses. Clearly, recording and listening to the sound
is a convenient modality of interaction with the
computer.

Figure 6 depicts the control structure of the
voice bulletin board. It is a menu interaction diagram
representing the choices presented to the user logged into
the MoCCA voice bulletin board system. Each branch in
the tree is a decision point for the user. The FSE listens
to the available choices (which are numbered) and then
makes a selection by pressing the appropriate digit on
the phone.

6. Hardware Architecture

Figure 7 and 8 depict the base unit components
and the satellite unit hardware. The base unit includes a
586 133MHz processor, running  Windows 95 operating
system. There are two PCMCIA slots on the base unit:
one is occupied by the AirCard CDPD/Modem, and
another by the modem dialing to the cell phone. RF
transceiver links cell phone and the headset. The hard
drive is 1.8" IDE 80MB disk. These components work
together to provide the required functionality.
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Figure 9. MoCCa Prototype - in use

Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the use of the MoCCa
protoype, showing its display, communication, and
computing ergonomics.

7. Field Test Results

The field tests were perfomed at Digital’s
facility in Forrest Hills, Pittsburgh, PA.  Ten FSEs
participated in these tests, including performing a set of
typical operations related to troubleshooting and repair
operations on computing equipment.  The subject
systems included printers, motherboards, and networks.
The use of MoCCa contributed to a significant saving of
time (35 to 40 %), in particular as we perform more
complex operations, Figure 11.

8. Conclusions

In this paper we described a novel wearable
computer architecture that can support collaborative
multimedia: on-the-move networking for high-tech
equipment maintenance using voice bulletin boards,
video clips, and access to maintenance databases.
Synchronous and asynchronous collaborations are
supported for both voice and digitized information. The
project focused on solving real collaboration and

Figure 10. MoCCa Prototype – front view

communication problems for mobile field workers. The
field studies had been conducted, and their results
included in an iterative design process.
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